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ROBERT BLOCK Belgrade

Monday, 17 July 1995

The video camera panned across the ground in front of the anonymous building in Srebrenica for perhaps four or five
seconds, but it was time enough to freeze the blood in any television viewer's veins.

The area was full  of  what at  first  glance appeared to be bundles of abandoned belongings, clothes mainly,  piled up
higgledy-piggledy at the foot of a wall pock-marked with bullet holes. It was not until the Belgrade reporter made his
comment that the gruesome reality of the pile struck home.

"There are many dead Muslim soldiers," the reporter said as the picture of the wall abruptly dissolved into footage of
Bosnian Serb soldiers riding triumphantly through Srebrenica on horseback. "Go back to the shot of the wall and stop it
there," I shouted. When the technician stopped the film, there it was in freeze frame: the horror of Srebrenica in piles two
feet high. The bundles were clearly not empty clothes. They had heads, arms and legs. The fit body of a young man in the
foreground filled out a white T-shirt. The bodies up against the wall looked to be three deep in places. It was impossible to
make out the exact number, but 25 would be a reasonable guess.

At about shoulder height above the bodies were what appeared to be brownish- red blotches on the yellowish wall and dark
sticky-looking stains on the black garage doors behind the cadavers. There were bullet holes everywhere.

The implication of the report by the independent Serb television channel, Studo B, which was not overtly pro-Bosnian Serb
but clearly sympathetic, was that these were Muslim soldiers killed in combat. The scene, however, looked more like a
place of summary execution than of combat.

The film was made last Thursday, two days after Srebrenica was overrun by Bosnian Serb soldiers. The footage of the
bodies appears to support the testimony of refugees from Srebrenica who claim that they saw men dragged away by Serb
soldiers, heard gunshots and later saw bodies against walls or ditches on the roadside. Muslim soldiers from Srebrenica are
especially hated by the Serbs for waging a guerilla war against them during the conflict.

The Bosnian Serb army commander, General Ratko Mladic, reportedly telephoned a Dutch United Nations officer last week
to tell him that there were "hundreds" of dead bodies around Srebrenica. He was quoted by a UN official as saying that the
Serbs had been forced to kill "lots of people because they were trying to break out of Srebrenica". The fate of the menfolk
of Srebrenica has been a concern to their families and international human rights since the enclave fell last Tuesday. A
delegation of the International Committee of the Red Cross was prohibited again yesterday from visiting Bratunac, the
town near Srebrenica where many of the captured Muslim men are believed to be held.

The reports that men of draft age were separated from the women for "screening" were substantiated by the film. A group
of Muslim men are shown on their knees on the second storey balcony of a house in town. The men peer helplessly at the
camera through the wooden rails. Their humiliation and fear are clearly visible in their eyes.

Bodies pile up in horror of Srebrenica http://www.independent.co.uk/news/bodies-pile-up-in-horror-of-srebreni...

1 of 1 6/10/2015 9:01 AM
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Broadcast on Serb TV Studio B, July 14, 1995
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RE-TRANSCRIBED - SOURCE - USHMM Mladic Files (ICTY) 
- Excerpt from Mladic’s personal diary - 

 
 

0668-1154-0668-116-ET7Translation 
 

/entire document is handwritten/: 
1B 
 

14 July 1995 
2115 hours 

 
MEETING 

with President Milosevic, Bildt, and General De la Presle 
 

*President Milosevic 
-Explained the situation around Srebrenica 
 
*Accepted 
A) 1. - ICRC - access to r/z prisoners of war/ 
     2. - To approve UNHCR and convoys with supplies for population 
     3. - Exclusive right for UN police to be in Srebrenica and Zepa and that everyone can return 
to  
           their places if they want. 
B) To approve convoys with supplies for Sarajevo from the direction of Kiseljak with regular 
procedure 
2. B 
annoucement, control, escort 
 
BILDT: 
- To accomplish something over the weekend or we are going to get ourselves in trouble 
- Srebrenica - to free the boys - young men who were taken to Bratunac.  
*Liberation of Dutch soldiers  
* To free at least 48 or 86 Dutch soldiers who are with us 
* Srebrenica and Zepa to be demilitarized 
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Images from U.S. National Geospatial Intelligence Agency Source: ICTY
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Images from U.S. National Geospatial Intelligence Agency Source: ICTY
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[Excerpt from original article]

Evidence Indicates Bosnia Massacre  
Eyewitness report supports charges by US of killings 
By David Rohde, Staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor August 18, 1995  

NOVA KASABA, BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA — AN on-the-spot investigation by The Christian Science 
Monitor has uncovered strong evidence that a massacre of Bosnian Muslim prisoners took place last month. 

A Monitor reporter, traveling without the permission of rebel Bosnian Serbs, looked into charges by 
American officials that hundreds, perhaps thousands, of Muslims were killed by the Serbs after they overran 
two UN-protected "safe areas." 

The Serbs deny the US charges, which were based on spy-satellite photos. 

The visit by this reporter was the first by a Western journalist to the sites of the alleged atrocities near the 
former safe areas of Srebrenica and Zepa. The physical evidence was grim and convincing: 

*At one site shown in the spy photos this reporter saw what appeared to be a decomposing human leg 
protruding from the freshly turned dirt. 
*Large, empty ammunition boxes littered the open fields where the ground recently had been dug. 
*Diplomas, photos, and other personal effects of Srebrenica Muslims were scattered near the areas of 
disturbed earth. 
*At a soccer stadium in a nearby town, human feces, blood, and other evidence indicated large numbers of 
persons were confined, and perhaps shot. 

[…] 

US officials first made public charges about alleged atrocities by Bosnian Serbs in this area on Aug. 10. In a 
closed session of the UN Security Council, US ambassador to the UN Madeline Albright said that as many as 
2,700 Bosnian Muslims might have been hastily executed and buried in shallow graves. 

In a dramatic presentation of evidence, Ms. Albright displayed spy plane and satellite photos of an area in the 
small farming village of Nova Kasaba, about 14 miles west of Srebrenica. "Before" photos showed prisoners 
crowded into a soccer field and undisturbed earth in an empty field a half mile away. "After" photos from a 
few days later show no prisoners and three areas of disturbed earth in outlaying fields that resemble mass 
graves.

In addition, US officials cited the account of an elderly Muslim refugee, who said that he had been one of 
600 men held at the Nova Kasaba soccer field. Bosnian Serb soldiers trucked the Muslim men in groups of 
20 to a nearby field and machine gunned them, said the refugee, who escaped when he was left for dead 
among the corpses. The bodies of hundreds of men were then bulldozed into mass graves, according to the 
refugee's account. 

During a reporter's visit to the site this Wednesday, three areas of fresh digging were clearly visible. On the 
edge of the smallest of the three alleged mass graves, what appeared to be a human femur and tibia 
surrounded by bits of tattered fabric jutted from rich brown dirt. 

One hundred yards from the second-largest grave, handwritten notes from a March 14, 1995, local 
government meeting in the village of Potocari, located inside the former UN "safe area" of Srebrenica, were 
found. Twenty feet from the same grave, a 1982 elementary school diploma and what appeared to be 
washed-out personal photographs of a Muslim youth from the village of Kravice, also near Srebrenica, were 
found.  […] 
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[Full original article, reformatted]

How a Serb Massacre Was Exposed  
Monitor reporter eluded soldiers and discovered evidence of Serb atrocities 
By David Rohde, Staff writer of The Christian Science Monitor August 25, 1995  

BELGRADE — An Aug. 18 Monitor article revealed the first on-the-ground details of a massacre of perhaps 
thousands of Bosnian Muslims in July after Bosnian Serb forces took the UN ''safe havens'' of Srebrenica and 
Zepa. The reporter's account confirmed US charges of a massacre based on spy satellite photos. In the 
following report, the correspondent tells how he got the story. 

NEARING the Serb-held village of Nova Kasaba in Bosnia, I stared at a blurry, faxed copy of a US spy 
satellite photo. Were there really mass graves in the fields near this road, as US officials alleged from the 
photo? 

Another photo, taken earlier, reportedly showed a soccer field half mile away where Muslim prisoners had 
been held, just before the alleged graves showed up in the later photos. 

I had reached this spot somewhat by happenstance. I was allowed to enter Bosnian Serb territory, but only to 
travel to Pale and Banja Luka to cover Serbian refugees who had fled Croatia. 

Because Serb officials somehow failed to provide me with a military escort and gave me wrong directions, I 
ended up on the road to the towns of Nova Kasaba and Bratunac. Suddenly, I realized I was near the area 
shown in the photos. 

The soccer field, now filled with grazing cows and horses, rolled by on my right. Bosnian Serb soldiers at a 
military command post eyed my car warily. I turned back and parked my car on a dirt road where it could not 
be seen. I left my Serb driver and interpreter in the car. 

But something seemed wrong. The Jadran River snaked through the valley of fields and bombed-out houses 
where the alleged mass graves should be. 

But the photo showed no river. Convinced I was in the wrong place, I walked toward the soccer field. As cars 
passed by, I spotted a 10-foot-by-20-foot hole just off the road. It was empty, but a piece of paper filled with 
scribbled Muslim names lay in the grass nearby. 

A series of Muslim names, the date of March 15, 1995, and the name ''Potocari'' - a village located inside 
Srebrenica - were legible. I put it in my pocket. 

Cars and trucks, some carrying soldiers, whizzed by as I walked the half mile to the soccer field. Three 
villagers shepherding cows were greeted with hellos and good mornings. They looked at me strangely, but 
moved on. In the soft early morning light, surrounded by peaceful green fields and wildflowers, massacres 
seemed impossible. 

The soccer field, where two survivors of the alleged massacre say that Bosnian Serb military commander 
Ratko Mladic gave a speech promising the prisoners they would not be harmed, contained nothing but 
grazing cows and horses. I spent a half hour crisscrossing the field, but found only one pair of abandoned 
sneakers. 

The search: Discouraged and nervous, I headed back toward the car. 

The number of villagers on the road was slowly increasing. I saw faint truck tracks heading through a field 
toward the river, but three to four villagers were walking in the area. A truck pulled up and stopped directly 
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[Full original article, reformatted]

in front of me. The door opened, and an elderly couple, to my relief, got out. We greeted each other, and I 
moved on. 

Seeing another set of faint truck tracks, I followed them. They dead-ended at the river, and appeared to be 
used by a truck harvesting corn from the surrounding fields. As I headed back to the road, a half-dozen 
Bosnian Serb soldiers riding in a horse-drawn cart passed by. They stared intently at me and started speaking 
to each other. 

I turned my back and pretended to go to the bathroom. Slowly, the sound of the horse's hoofs disappeared 
into the distance. 

Ignoring land mines: I walked back to where I had found the paper and noticed another faint set of truck 
tracks leading toward the river. Ignoring the possibility of land mines, I followed the tracks down a slight 
slope to the river.

A large empty green ammunition box, which appeared relatively new, sat about 50 feet off the road, and a 
second empty box was found later nearer the road. Closer to the river, a 200 foot-by -200 foot area recently 
had been dug up. A smooth, earthen ramp leading into the water had recently been bulldozed. Another 
earthen ramp and fresh truck tracks led up the opposite bank. 

The graves must be on the other side of the river, I thought. But the 100-foot-wide river appeared too deep to 
wade through. I turned back and noticed some papers in the grass. 

It was a primary school diploma that had been awarded to a Muslim boy in a village near Srebrenica in 1982. 
And photos, rendered unrecognizable by rain, were also scattered in the grass. Muslim names were written 
on the back. 

I stuck the diploma in my pocket and crisscrossed the area of fresh dirt. I saw nothing but grass that had 
begun to spring from some parts of the rich brown soil. A shot rang out from a nearby hill, and I froze. I 
waited, heard nothing more, then hurried back up to the main road. 

Convinced the mass graves were on the other side of the river, I walked away from the center of the village 
hoping to find a bridge. Traffic had increased, and some men cut hay on a hillside 

Piles of fresh dirt: About a mile up the road, I crossed over a bridge and followed a dirt track back toward 
the earthen truck crossing. About a mile farther, two 25-foot-high piles of fresh dirt had been dumped near a 
stream.

The dirt track narrowed, and I crossed into a field. Shots rang out again from a nearby hill and whizzed 
overhead.I froze. Crouching in the wide open field, I decided to walk slowly. If I ran, I could be mistaken for 
one of the hundreds of Muslim men from Srebrenica that Bosnian Serb soldiers said were still hiding in the 
area. The Muslims were being shot on sight, they said. 

As I neared the truck crossing, despair began to set in. I saw no indication of digging in any of the fields;. 
only a relatively new pitch fork lay in my path. 

More shots. The sound of a truck passing and men shouting came from the road. A machine gun fired, but 
this time farther away. Another burst. I realized a group of Bosnian Serb soldiers were driving by celebrating 
by shooting their guns in the air. 
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[Full original article, reformatted]

I crossed another field. Nothing. I reached the truck crossing. Nothing. I looked through two abandoned 
houses. Nothing. Truck tracks crossed the fields, but I thought it was probably hay harvesters. I again looked 
at the blurry fax of the satellite photo. Again, no river. 

Dejected and nervous, I turned back, amazed and embarrassed that I was unable to find the alleged graves. I 
had ventured into the surrounding fields and spent two hours in the area, something I swore I would not do. 

I started back across the field. Three to four shots rang out from hills to my left. Two shots were fired back 
from my right. I panicked and crouched. Move or stay still. Run or walk. I waited. Silence. 

Pitchfork gone: Slowly, I rose and walked across the open field. The right side of my face tingled. No shots. 
Nothing. But as I retraced my steps, the pitchfork was gone.

I reached the dirt path and saw what looked like some clothes in the distance. The clothes, and empty cloth 
bag, some papers, a bullet, and Muslim prayer beads lay scattered across the grass. Dozens of the papers had 
''Srebrenica'' stamped on them. I grabbed the prayer beads, bullet, and papers and headed back to the car. 
Along the path I briefly saw the silhouette of a man on a nearby footpath. No shots rang out 

Bones discovered: Back at the car, I headed down the steep embankment to check the small field next to the 
river where earlier I had spotted an area of fresh digging. I finally realized that if the satellite photo only 
covered a few hundred square yards, then it was possible the river was just outside the frame of the picture.

I walked toward the dirt. To my left, something white jutted from a 20 foot by 20 foot plot of freshly dug 
earth. Two long, thin bones, one the size and shape of a human femur, the other of a human tibia, stared up at 
me. 

Pictures from friends' medical books and X-rays of my own once-broken femur raced through my mind. I 
later visited the Belgrade University veterinarian school, staring at the femurs and tibias of cows, horses, 
pigs, bears, dogs, deer, and other animals. What I saw was too long, too thin for an animal. Traces of blue 
cloth surrounded the femur as it entered the ground. 

Fresh dig: I turned and crisscrossed the larger area of fresh digging and found nothing. A car passed by. I 
again stared at the bone. Animals and insects appeared to have eaten away all the flesh. When I heard no 
cars, I scrambled up the embankment. 

With one last field to check, I walked nervously down the main road. A truck rounded the corner. A dozen 
Bosnian Serb soldiers, armed with assault rifles, stood in the back. An area of fresh digging was clearly 
visible a few hundred yards to my right. The truck sped toward me. 

Soldiers watch: I waved. The soldiers stared. The truck slowed, and I stopped breathing. After what seemed 
an eternity, the driver - apparently slowing for the turn in the road - hit the accelerator and sped off. 

I checked the last field, looked at the bones one last time, picked up some shell casings from the side of the 
road, and got in the car. 

As I sped north toward the border, despair washed over me. He must have been tall, I thought, and he must 
have died horribly. 

It was a diploma awarded to a Muslim boy in a village near Srebrenica. And photos, with Muslim names on 
the backs, were scattered in the grass. 
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Extracts from Diary of US Ambassador to Croatia Peter Galbraith
July 1995 – September 1995

Source: National Defense University
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Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner.  Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

New Proof Offered Of Serb Atrocities: U.S. Analysts Identify More Mass Graves
Dobbs, Michael;R Jeffrey Smith Washington Post Staff Writers
The Washington Post (1974-Current file); Oct 29, 1995; 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The Washington Post
pg. A1
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